Why are our emotions so difficult to control?
Why do they haunt us in spite of our best efforts?
Why does ‘Reason’ so often fail to win out over our ‘unreasonable’ emotions?
Why are they so powerful, so stubbornly tenacious?
Can we ever understand them?

The Nuts & Bolts o f E m o t i o n
why we are the way we are
an excerpt from the forthcoming book:

How Medicine Discarded the Soul
and Lost the Emotions
By Richard R. Pavek

By all accounts Reason and Emotion are antagonists.
While there is no ‘reason’ to the emotions, there is logic to them,
there is logic and order to emotional interaction and
logic in the way they affect our minds and bodies.
This has been hard to discern because we have been
looking in the wrong direction
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1. The Penguin Dictionary of Psychology says this of emotion: ”Probably no other term
in psychology shares its non-definability with its frequency of use”
2. Neither the 2,670 page Cecil Textbook of Medicine nor the 4500 page Oxford
Textbook of Medicine lists the word ‘emotion’ in their exhaustive indexes despite the
immense influence our emotions have on our physical and mental health.
3. There are hundreds of learned books (dozens of new ones every year) by eminent
and not so eminent philosophers and scholars all attempting to answer the question
posed in 1874 by the renowned philosopher/psychologist William James, “What is an
emotion?” without agreement as to what they are or where they are located.
Clearly, something is wrong here.

In Preface
When emotion has been investigated in recent years, it has been studied only from
two orientations, the biochemical model or the mental model. Each of these models
presumes emotion to be a subordinate process within its particular system.
The brain reasons, the emotions do not, that much is undisputed. But the emotions
do have logic; there is logic to the way in which emotions relate to each other and
order in how they operate. Until now the logic of emotion has been obscured by
controversies over the relationship of mind and brain, arguments over the location of
emotion (is emotion located in the brain or in the body) and by academia’s continuing
insistence on placing emotion in a subordinate position to reason – which it is not.
We have been taught to view emotion as a result rather than a cause, but when we
examine it carefully something quite different emerges. The emotions give every
evidence that they are not the brain’s lackeys, but are independent causal agents that
interface with our bodies and brains, controlling our bodies and our thoughts, and
upsetting our lives. There is an ever-increasing abundance of evidence to support
this most basic observation.
By showing how and why emotions function in the ways that they do and by
describing the logic of behavior and the order to the internal relationship of the
emotions, The Nuts & Bolts of Emotion begins to demystify and make sense of the
emotions, perhaps for the first time.
What you will read here is the accumulated thoughts and observations of nearly three
decades of working directly with the emotions. Not talking about emotion but working
them with my hands, drawing emotion out of bodies and observing the actual effects and
results of emotion, and recording the changes that occurred after the emotions were
discharged. All of the examples given to illustrate points were of actual events, none of
them were fabricated.
— Richard R. Pavek
SHEN Therapy is mentioned at several places in the text. SHEN (Specific Human
Emotional Nexus) is a hands-on, ‘energy’ therapy with an exceptional ability to discharge
the accumulated emotional trauma we carry inside in a way that is not harmful to others
or to ourselves. SHEN works directly with the emotions we carry in our souls.
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Part One

Emotional Episodes
Life’s hidden controllers
“The emotions are titanic forces which sway the lives of men,1 driving them to
good and evil. They are the most powerful of all human agencies, and have been
well described as giants fighting for the bodies and souls of mankind.”
Frontispiece: The Anatomy of Emotion, Edward William Lazell, 1929

Our lives are made up of a long series of responses to emotional stimuli. Every
response to a life-event starts with a primary emotional reaction; this reaction always
precedes any secondary physical response to the life-event. When our emotional
reactions – or lack of reactions – to life-events accumulate into discernable patterns,
we call them ‘behaviors.’ When our emotional reactions to any individual stimulus
are beyond normal we call it ‘overreacting’ or ‘inappropriate.’ Perhaps I should say
that those around us call it inappropriate because we are inclined to believe the
opposite, at least when in the midst of overreacting.
What causes these behaviors? Labeling them ‘learned responses’ does nothing to
illuminate them. And why, if we actually are reasonable people with some degree
of intelligence, do we so often inappropriately overreact or under-react? What
drives us so? And why is it so painfully hard to change all that?

Whether pleasant or unpleasant, long or short, benign or horrendous, every incident
or life-event we experience sparks not just an emotional reaction, but the beginning
of an Emotional Episode comprising a number of interrelated emotions; these
emotional episodes almost never end when their precipitating life-event ends; often
they are with us all through life.. The exceptions are emotional episodes associated
with pleasurable life experiences; those seem to end all too quickly for us and so are
of little interest to mental health professionals.2
Unfortunately, until the episode is brought to conclusion the emotions contained in
these emotional episodes will continue to affect us. We cannot turn these emotions
off nor can we decide what, or how much effect they will have on us. Even a
seemingly small but personally traumatic schoolyard tragedy may begin a life-long
episode that haunts us with shame, fear, loneliness, anger, or other emotions.
As life goes on we are subject to an increasing number of these unfinished emotional
episodes that alter our judgment and modify our responses to emerging situations,
affecting our behavior far beyond what we might think. Because of this, and because
of their intensity, these unresolved emotions have more power over our present-day
lives than the thoughts and emotions generated by current events in our lives. We
cannot be spontaneous or truly empowered while we are still engaged in one or more of
these old, disempowering emotional episodes.
1 And

2

women, too, of course — Lazell wrote this long before the days of literary degenderization.
The term Mental Health Professional is, in my opinion, a serious error in description; the proper term should be ‘Emotional
Health Professional,’ because few of their clients suffer from problems that are truly mental disorders; their client’s
problems are most often emotional – and emotion, as will be shown, is not mental.
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These emotional episodes do not lie dormant within us; they are continually active,
sometimes just below the surface of our awareness, sometimes deeper,
unrecognized as the past that is still actively present within us. Most often we are
unaware of them until they flower into view as outbursts of emotion long after their
initiating life-events have ended. Indeed, when they do rise to the surface they are
almost never recognized for what they really are; the controlling undercurrent of our
lives. We think we are spontaneously responding to the current situation when in fact
the major thrust of our response is toward the long forgotten life-event – and our
reactions are seen as overblown or just weird. Unless the triggering activates a clear
memory of the original event, our current behavior will bewilder all around us and
leave us ineffectual in the current situation.
Long ago, psychologist Fritz Perls articulated that emotions have a gestalt, or
life-cycle, which must be completed in its fullness before the emotion can end
and cease affecting the body and clouding the mind. Until they are completed,
the physical and behavioral fallout will continue in some detrimental form.

Whether we are aware of them or not, these emotional drivers, hidden well below
conscious awareness, are the forces that create our personalities, our behavior
patterns, and our approach to life. A single traumatic emotional episode can have a
tremendous effect on our lives.
Effects of a single emotional episode
The most vividly painful emotional episode I can recall having was when I was a first
grader in a split class, half first grade and half second. Always the first to finish my
assignment, I would quickly become absorbed in the much more interesting lessons
being taught to the second graders.
One day the teacher assigned the second-graders a home project: collect as many
samples of cloth as possible and bring them to class to share. Great idea! I loved it.
I even thought of a way to improve it. Excitedly I raised my hand. When I told the
teacher my plan she brought me tumbling to earth with, “Just pay attention to your
work Dickey, you’re in the first grade, not the second!”
I was mortified. My head swam, my vision turned red and tunneled down to a small
spot; I could not speak. Embarrassed almost beyond bearing, I went home in
disgrace unable to tell my parents of my overwhelming shame. For a month I would
wait in the hall outside the classroom stalling while my classmates reminded me
that it was time for class, until the very last bell when, heart pounding, I crept into
the room to disappear among the coats in the cloakroom along the side.
I desperately did not want to be seen. Then, when the teacher called the class to
order I would slink to my desk, stare at my pencils, and half-heartedly do my work.
I never again spoke up in that class unless I was asked. For years afterward the
memory often returned, always twisting my gut with shame, always burning my ears
until when I was in my 50’s and, finally, it was SHENned out of me.
I am sure that I do not know all the ways this event affected me, but I do remember
not wanting the camera to see me when our class picture was taken months later.
And I know that I never was first in my grade after that, and later, in spite of
outstanding grades on my entrance exams and much encouragement from the
University advisors, I would not go on to college. This single traumatic emotional
episode had continued to affect my academic choices and decisions throughout my life.
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But who was it that stopped me from sticking my neck out after the incident in first
grade? It was not the teacher that caused my distress or any of my later teachers – it
was me. While I wasn’t consciously aware of it, the lingering emotional pain I felt
when I was reprimanded for speaking up with a good idea was so great as to make
me fear ever doing it again. So I didn’t. Not for a long, long time and then not so as
to make me really stick out and be noticed. The emotional pain I carried had
become an endless undercurrent shaping my life.
Embedded behavior
Every ongoing emotional episode carries within itself all the
frustrated actions and behaviors we developed when the episode
began, before it slipped into the undercurrent of our lives.

Every emotional episode contains within itself all the ineffectual reactions and
behavioral patterns begun in the original event. Therefore, reactivating an emotional
episode also reactivates the old attitudes and behaviors which will be no more
effective now than they were before, however now they have become obstinate.
These old defenses embroil us in a new emotional episode that is tied to the original
one and it all becomes blurred; we are unable to recognize that we are responsible
for what we are doing now, in this new event. Of course, nothing gets resolved and
we find ourselves even more frustrated than before.
We may find ourselves reverting to childhood, wanting to hide, run
to our room and cry, stamp our foot or hear ourselves screaming
out, “I hate you! I hate you!” or feel powerless and hopeless and
refuse to act or speak – just like we did long, long ago.
Seeing what isn’t there:

The women with evil faces
It is not a problem to establish that the house we see exists, or the car, or the tree,
but what about the person we see coming towards us. Are they threatening?
Peaceful? Why was Pollyanna Pollyanna? How did Joe Btfsplk become Joe Btfsplk3 and
not another Pollyanna? Their outlooks on life to come were different because each of
them had an entirely different emotional path through life. All of us view the ‘reality’
of the world around us through emotional filters created by perceptions of reality
that we made in the past. Each of us ‘saw’ reality differently as it unfolded in the past
and what we think we observe now is twisted by the filters created by those earlier
emotional experiences. It is amazing how these lingering emotions transform what
we see around us.
I will never forget being in a Gestalt facilitator training workshop many years ago
when my heart began pounding for no reason that I could surmise. But I did
recognize that something emotional was coming up and told the leader. She
decided, and I agreed, that it was my time to “work.” She asked me go around the
circle and make a certain statement (which I have long since forgotten) to each
person in turn. When I did a most extraordinary and frightening thing happened. As
I circled the group, saying the statement over and over to each man and woman in
turn, the faces of the women began to slowly change into the faces of witches, faces
of pure evil. Not the men’s faces, only the women’s. I was terrified but kept on. By
the time I finished I felt I was surrounded by a circle of evil-faced women, all full of
Joe Btfsplk was a cartoon character in the comic strip, Li’l Abner. Joe was a little fellow who was doomed to disaster, never able to
shake off the black cloud over his head that followed him everywhere he went.

3
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hate, intent on doing me harm. Deciding that I had, “Done enough for the day,” the
leader halted the exercise and I sat down, frozen, unable to speak about what I
was experiencing.
Long after the group was dismissed, I remained in the room, huddled against the
wall, still in terror. It took about an hour for my fear to subside and for me to return
to a more objective sense of present reality and to realize that the women in the
group were not really evil or terrifying, that it was some ancient fear rising to the
surface, overpowering my reason and affecting what I thought I was seeing.
Were the women in the circle actually witches? Of course not! Did they really have
evil faces? No, some old lingering fear deep from my past had awakened and was
distorting my sight, my sense of objective reality in a way I would not have believed
possible. Ultimately I worked through the hidden fear that had affected all my
relationships with women without my knowing it. But during that episode, I was
completely overwhelmed by the previously unknown and unacknowledged terror
that I was still carrying inside me.
Our lingering emotional filters do more than just govern our
responses to life situations as we encounter them; they set the
course of our future by plotting the patterns of our lives.

Setting our destinies
Destiny, karma, or fate, whatever you wish to call it – I am convinced that the bulk
of our destinies are not imposed on us; most of our life-scripts are self written.
It is clear from my work with SHEN that long ago in the past we outlined the way life
would treat us, now and in the future. We do this by making decisions, most often as
very young children, about how our lives will be. These ‘life scripts,’ as they are often
called, were always written during an intense, heavily charged early-life emotional
episode when we were too young to fully comprehend the reality of the events we
were caught up in.
A well known example of life script writing is that of the father who goes off to war after
telling his daughter that he will come back to her. Later the father is killed in battle and
the girl, unable to comprehend the idea of her father dying in battle, feels abandoned and
decides that men can’t be trusted and will abandon her. Even after she had grown up and
knows why her father didn’t return and mentally understands the impact his dying had on
her life, she still responds to her subconscious pain, and, oblivious to all the warning signs,
repeatedly chooses an endless string of mates who promise fidelity but then leave, thus
fulfilling her childhood prophecy.
Some few years ago, a man I had known from a previous SHEN Intern Seminar in
England was attending his second Seminar. He complained of being troubled all his life
by never being able to feel joy and never feeling that he had accomplished what he
set out to do; satisfaction with anything in his life continually eluded him.
On the fifth day of the course something strange occurred. We had reconvened just
after lunch and he seated himself across from me. He then pointed at three sheets
of paper scattered on the floor and said, “Richard, do you see those papers on the
floor?” Puzzled, I replied, “Yes, why?” He enigmatically responded, “Those are my
history papers.” (All the people in the class had been required to fill out a history of
the emotional events in their lives.) “OK,” I said wondering what he was getting at
and why he wanted me to be aware of them.
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Long ago I learned not to try to analyze strange incidents like this because it is
better to let them unfold so I said nothing further and neither did he. Shortly
afterwards we went back to the tables to do the next SHEN session. He was paired
with a younger man who began working at the man’s Solar Plexus, the region in the
abdomen where we experience anger and fear. Suddenly the man reared up and, in
a deep voice, began demanding, over and over, “You go get my history papers!” He
was unable to respond to his partner’s requests to lie back down and experience
what was happening in his body; he didn’t seem to hear the requests at all. As I
went to the table I saw that he was glassy eyed; he was somewhere in the past.
Looking him straight in the face I said loudly and firmly, “You cannot get the person
you are angry at to hear you by shouting at him!” Still glassy eyed, he looked at me
blankly, stopped shouting and slumped back down on the table. The emotion
exhausted, his partner was able to complete the Solar Plexus session and we all
returned to the circle to check in.
At this point the man spoke up. “During the session I remembered when I was one
year old; my mother put me into a basket and took me into the yard to get some
air – and forgot me”. After a pause he went on, “She didn’t remember me until
after she went to bed.” After an audible gasp from the rest of the class he matterof-factly added, “That’s when I realized I was never going to get what I wanted.”
I could hardly believe what I was hearing; he had recovered the life script he had
written when he was a baby! His self-ordained prophecy had been structuring his
entire life.
There was no question in my mind that his life would change – he had completed the
bottled up rage he had been carrying for these many years and the emotional episode
that had remained stuck for all but a year of his life was finally over. But I did not
comment on this because SHEN is not counseling or psychotherapy and because I
wished the change to be natural, not borne of my suggestion.
He clearly demonstrated the change later in the day when I saw him go over to his
scattered history papers, pick them up without comment, crumple them into a ball,
and throw them in the trash! What a beautiful metaphor - he threw his history away.
Now he was getting to start over unimpeded by his self-written karma! That evening
he left the class with a new look on his face. Three days later the class ended, and he
left with new found color in his skin, a smile on his lips and a spring to his step,
excited about the next journey in his life.
I saw him six months after the closing of that emotional episode; clearly the change
was permanent. He no longer discussed his life in terms of failure and announced that
he was feeling joy at appropriate times. He was now a man full of life, not despair.
Why had he changed when the grown woman exampled above
had not been able to change, even after she had come to
understand why her father had been unable to return to her?

The key to change is in completing the unfinished emotional episode; the man
completed his when the rage boiled up in the SHEN sessions he received, but the
woman had not completed hers. Can the woman overcome the life-script she wrote
that still dictates how she chooses her mates? Yes. I have seen it happen many times
– but only after the painful life-event has been recalled and re-experienced in its full
emotional intensity and the emotion brought to completion.
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Acting out the past in the present
We approach new people and events in life expecting them to affect us just as other,
similar people and events in life did in the past, even though they may not be
disposed to treat us as the earlier ones did. We anticipate. We get our defenses and
reactions in place even before anything happens. Our expectations, our shields, are
up and we begin making countering moves long before there is anything to react to.
This leaves those around us (and often ourselves) mystified as to why we acted the
way we did. Simply put, we react to our anticipations, not to reality.
Some years ago a rather bizarre situation began occurring over and over, one that
puzzled and upset me greatly. It was always the same; I would carefully explain an
important issue to someone and, when I finished, the person would excitedly explain
it to me – as if I had said nothing – as if I hadn’t understood it. I became increasingly
distressed and bewildered as this occurred again and again. What was I doing wrong?
Was I missing points, was I unclear? I tried everything I knew to improve my
explanations – speaking more slowly, drawing diagrams, using charts, etc. But the
only result was that I found myself explaining things to larger and larger groups. At
the end there was always someone who came rushing up to explain the core of what
I had just said, as if I had never said it. I cannot describe the empty, bewildered feeling
I had in my guts. This continued for some years, always upsetting me until I had a
SHEN session which precipitated me back into a painful early life-event I had not
previously remembered.
During the session, I suddenly re-lived an episode that occurred when I was eighteen
months old. I was crawling on the floor of my parents’ house, proudly pointing at the
nearby hot air register to show my parents, who towered above me, that I knew it
was dangerous. My mother bent down, smiled at me, shook her finger and said,
“No, no Dickey, stay away from that, it’s dangerous.”
I was crushed, hurt, empty and bewildered. How could she not know that I knew it
was dangerous? Hadn’t I just told her so?
When the session was over I felt cleansed, no longer crushed. I realized that
she hadn’t heard me because at 18 months I was not yet talking; inside myself I
was thinking the thoughts but they just didn’t come out. Then I realized that
this was the source of the empty bewilderment in the situations that had been
upsetting me so badly.
Now that the old emotions were completed and not affecting me any longer, I
was able to realize that the people who upset me were probably just excited
about what I had just taught them. I had misinterpreted their excitement
because on the surface it mimicked my mother’s inability to hear my silent
thoughts. I had created my ‘reality’ to serve my subconscious needs of
completing and expelling the old, troubling emotion I carried inside.
A month later I found myself explaining something important to a small group. Once
again when I finished one person approached me and began telling me the essence of
what I had just explained. Only this time I laughed – the painful emotion I had carried
for so long was finally used up, exhausted, and finished forever. I realized that she
was just excited about what she had just learned. The incident has not returned.
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The chip on the shoulder – healing the hard way
Ever go around with carrying a ‘chip on your shoulder,’ just waiting for
someone to try to knock it off? How many times have we been just itching
to have “it” happen so that we could do what we didn’t do in the past?

Back in the days before my knee was damaged and I ran most every day, many times
while running I found myself imagining that someone was about to come up behind
me on a bicycle and knock me over and I then would rise up and blast him (it was
always a him, never a her) with my anger. The idea felt wonderful. I was very aware
that there was no reality to this, but the rage I felt inside me was very real, some
inner pain was getting closer to the surface, searching for an exit. I was careful not to
put myself in a position where this might actually happen. I did not want to
subconsciously cause a situation that would harm me and the ‘assailant’ I was
conjuring up in my mind.
It’s not unusual to observe someone blindly placing themselves in seemingly new but
subconsciously familiar situations that seem, to us at least, clearly unwise and certain
to cause them great pain – again. They seem strangely oblivious to the consequences
of their actions. Why do otherwise intelligent people do this?
I believe this outwardly illogical behavior is the soul trying to cast off its inner pain
by seeking or creating painful situations on the outside that are strong enough to
merge forces with the pent up emotion on the inside and produce a combined
emotion that is large enough to erupt and purge the soul of its lingering pain.

Often I have had someone tell me that, while in the midst of a raging anger at
something happening to them in the moment, that they have had clear memory
flashes of similar times of pain and rage over related events in the past. They also told
me that with the impelling force of pent-up emotion dissipated during the ‘big
explosion’, they no longer acted so ‘off the wall’ when similar events occurred. An
incident that took place years ago when I headed the Adult Education Committee at
the church I attend illustrates this.
A woman in the church wanted to put on a program and was upset that she wasn’t
being allowed. She badgered everybody, again and again. As head of the committee
I was asked to decide if it was appropriate and worthwhile. At the next committee
meeting she presented her program and, while the meeting paused for a break, I
took her aside and said it was OK, she could do it. She looked at me strangely and
walked off. Ten minutes later she dragged me aside and began arguing that she
should be allowed to do it. Again I told her she could. She scowled and left but
again cornered me, this time practically demanding that she be allowed to put it on.
By now I was getting a little tired of this and said, “Look. I have told you twice
already that you can put on your program. Why do you keep asking?” “What?” she
replied? “I said you can put your program on.” “You mean I can do it?” “Yes,” I
said, “that’s what I have been telling you.” “Oh” she replied and walked off.
After that she lost interest and never did put on her program. So what was going on
here? Why was she compelled to create this big battle and upset everybody around
her? The reason is simple – the old rejection-based emotional episodes in her life
needed to be completed. She had imagined being refused and so had worked herself
up into a state, eager to do battle, scream and shout – whatever it took to dislodge
the old, painful emotion. Since I pulled the fuse, so to speak, and didn’t help her
accomplish what she subconsciously wanted, she had to go elsewhere.
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Triggers & Targets

Most people understand that ‘triggers’ are people or situations that trigger our deep
emotional pain and bring it to the surface. New classroom situations are often
triggers that evoke our lingering emotions of fear, humiliation, stupidity, confusion,
and/or inadequacy left from painful childhood classroom experiences. If you find
yourself feeling helpless, confused, stupid, ignored, unheard, inadequate, unable to
speak when called upon, afraid to ask questions, experiencing difficulty in learning
and/or unable to communicate your needs, most likely minor incidents in the
classroom or innocuous actions of your instructors may be triggering lingering
emotions from earlier, painful classroom events.
Years ago I conducted a classroom trigger experiment in one of my Workshops.
In this particular class we were using school-type chairs, the type with writing arms
attached, with our chairs placed in a circle. I asked the class to take their chairs
and form them into three short rows. I didn’t tell them it was an experiment; I just
told them it would be easier to see their faces.
They obliged me and soon I was facing three short rows of participants. It took only
four minutes before fidgeting began and scowls appeared on many faces. Suddenly
one person stood up, lifted her chair and said, “I can’t stand this, it is just like being
back in school.” With that the entire class stood and took their chairs and put them
back in a circle echoing her statement that the circle was much less threatening.
Transference:
Mistaking the Trigger for the Instigator

In the heat of the moment people often blame the trigger. “You triggered me” starts
the transference. Instead of thanking the trigger for getting them in touch with their
interior pain, they will transfer their accumulated rage onto the trigger. They imagine
they are being abused by the trigger, abused in the way the original instigator had
abused them and proceed to attack the trigger. Their previously latent emotional
episode has come to the fore and (unknowingly) they try to complete it in the here
and now, by punishing the trigger. Since the trigger usually doesn’t want to roll over
and play dead, what typically happens is that the abused, in their inability to get a full
confession and restitution from the trigger, decides to set boundaries and avoids the
trigger. Very often this is accompanied by protestations of forgiveness and
understanding of that the trigger must have been wounded in the past.
But punishing the wrong person certainly will not resolve the old emotional issues
that are starting to emerge. Alienating and punishing the trigger in the external here
and now will never resolve the internal pain which will lie dormant for a time and
then rise when triggered, to contaminate a new situation in the future.
Transference and Projection issues during emotional growth work.

Transference, the transferring of characteristics of a former antagonist onto someone
else currently in your life, and projection, the projecting of the characteristics you
don’t like about yourself onto someone else, are raised to new heights during
emotional growth work. This is understandable; the whole process of true emotional
growth involves touching into and raising the inner trauma to the surface. Every
teacher or instructor in the field of deep emotional work will tell you the same.
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Believe me, this is a situation I personally know very well. As a tall male, one who
stands up in front of a class, much like the teacher, priest, or father from the
person’s abusive past – just by my appearance alone I have often been the trigger,
the lightening rod, for more former students than I care to remember. If I actually
had all of the dozens of awful characteristics I have been accused of over the years,
I would be an ogre of the caliber of Hitler, Bluebeard and Thomas Torquemada –
all rolled into one!
Fortunately there were usually enough other instructors and fellow students around
to be able to convince the student that it was not Richard, it was their internal
‘stuff’ coming up so that most of those who were triggered elected to hang in there
and work on their internal issues until they were no longer reflected onto me or onto
others around them. So I am used to it, but it is nice when the student has worked
through their ‘stuff’ comes to me and exclaims how different I seem to them now,
not at all threatening anymore.
Who’s pulling the trigger?

Often we are subconsciously so eager to activate an old anger that we think we see
triggers in situations where there are none. We revert to our childhood and become
obstinate, argumentative and petulant, upsetting and provoking the person we are
now facing, just as we did in the past. We provoke over and over until our current
target reacts sharply and fulfils our expectations. Wonderful!!! Wonderful for us,
maybe, but not for them! Now we have someone to blame and get angry at.
I arrived at a recent SHEN Workshop as my assistants were directing the students
in assembling the special cradles we use when giving a SHEN session. Contrary to
the printed instructions, some of the new students were trying to force the cradle
legs into their sockets in a way that would damage them. I asked them to stop and
explained the proper way. All but one began inserting them the correct way. This
student went back and again immediately began jamming the legs in the wrong
way but with more force than before. I stopped him and re-explained, more
carefully this time, and again he went back and did it improperly, but with an even
more determined look on his face. Again I stopped him, but this time I know I spoke
sharply (which I regret) and he went off in a huff, indignant.
Now he was angry at me for speaking harshly – I had set myself up as his
antagonist. From that point on he resisted every instruction I gave him, from that
point on he became more and more obstinate and alienated from me and from the
other Workshop participants.
While I am certainly not proud of losing my cool and speaking sharply to him, nor am
I excusing myself for doing so, he did, however, lose a valuable opportunity to learn
where his obstinacy came from and an equally valuable chance to rid himself of it.
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Summation, Part One
The Past isn’t buried in the Past – it’s alive and kicking
just below the surface of the present

We are like vessels containing multiple ‘states of being.’
These states of being swirl and jumble well below the surface of our
active awareness until some new life-event triggers one or another to
coalesce and rise to the surface and imprint the current experience.

We carry the unfinished past within us, not just as thoughts, or memories of
emotional episodes, but as multiple uncompleted emotional episodes, any one of
which can blossom forth and rise to the surface when triggered by the similarities
between people, objects, and situations in our past with people, objects, and
situations in the present. The reactivated emotions of these unfinished experiential
states combine with our reactions to the current situation creating responses to life
that are muddled at best, and damaging at the worst.
The past takes precedence because the pent-up emotions from the past are fully
formed while the emotions linked with the present are not fully formed, and, because
we do not realize that emotions from the past are emerging. Thus the emotions and
behaviors linked with the re-emerging episode control our responses to the
situations and people in present time. Only when the emotions associated with the
past have been fully spent (discharged) can we appropriately respond to current,
present time reality.
Life Scripts

Life-scripts (determinations about how our lives will always be) were written during a
heavily charged, usually painful, emotional episode. All life-scripts override rational
(neutral, reasoned, objective) thought about current reality. We expect life to treat us
in a certain way and we respond to our expectations, not to life as it actually unfolds. Lifescripts remain in force until we complete the emotional pain that we were
experiencing when we wrote them.
Behavior – echoes of the past

All of our ‘behaviors,’ ‘patterns,’ and ‘learned responses,’ that we apply in our daily
lives were developed in one or more old emotional episode. Only when we
complete the emotional episode are we freed to respond cleanly and spontaneously
to the new situation that confronts us; only then will our behavior change, unbidden.
How do we know when we have completed the old episodes? Certainly not when
we tell our friends that we understand why we are the way we are – and don’t
change. True change occurs only when our patterns, behaviors and approach to life
change, change that is noted and commented on by our friends and colleagues.
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Part Two

The Nature and Characteristics
of the Emotions
By most accounts Reason and Emotion are antagonists.
But, while there is no ‘reason’ to the emotions, there is logic to them;
there is logic and order to emotional interaction and logic in the way they
affect our minds and bodies. This has often been hard to discern because
we have been looking in the wrong direction
Which experiences are emotions, which are not?

Emotions are experiential states, felt or feeling states that pervade the body. They are
not products of the brain and they do not appear to be controlled by the brain nor,
as some suggest, are they derivatives of bodily motion.
Feelings (emotions, physical sensations, and biological impulses) are often confused
especially since more than one can rise at the same time.
I differentiate them like this:
1. Physical sensations, such as the feeling of silk to our hands, the pain of
bumping your head on an opened cupboard door, are not emotions, even
though they may trigger an emotion into existence. (The pain of my bumped
head may bring about anger at the person who left the cupboard door open –
or the feeling of stupidity, if I am the one who left it open, but the physical
sensation is clearly separate from the emotion.)
2. Biological urges, such as appetite, thirst, and sexual desire are not of
themselves emotions, though they too may rise with the rise of an associated
emotion. (Thirst, when occurring while lost in the desert, for example, may
well evoke the feeling of fear.) Biological impulses are reactions (biochemical
reactions) to biological stimuli. The biological impulse of appetite is dependent
upon the release of biochemical secretions in the gut.
3. Emotions are not bodily feelings even though they pervade the body, they
are psychic feelings. (There is much more on this in another section.) Emotions are
those feeling states for which no biological source exists: these are love, anger,
fear, shame, confidence, and disgust, to name a few. Emotions may impel us
to take an action such as clenching our jaws or running from a fire, but the
action is not the emotion, as some authorities suggest.
Emotions are the major compelling factors in our lives; emotions cause us to
undertake actions, even before our brains have fully cognized the event that is
occurring. Emotions, physical sensations, and biological urges are all, or can be,
motivators. Very often the motivations they engender are at cross purposes, which often
leads to confusion between them.
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The Experience and Expression of Emotion

The expression of emotion is different from the experience of emotion. Experience
of the emotion is what one feels inside the torso, and expression of the emotion is
what one does as a result of that experience. Experience involves inward sensation;
expression involves outward action.4
Expression of emotion
(1) involves motion,
(2) occurs in the periphery of the body, and
(3) produces a physical sensation rather than an emotional feeling.
The sensation of moving one's hand is clearly different from the feeling of sadness,
anger, fear or any other emotion. Expression of emotion includes subtle actions such
as shoulder shrugs, mouth movements, hand clenches, foot and leg jerks and eye
blinks, in addition to the more dramatic screaming, kicking and hitting.
Experience of emotion involves
(1) feeling states
(2) which cluster in four specific regions
(3) that are central to the torso, but
(4) do not involve bodily motion.
There are distinctively different emotions associated with these regions.
(1) love, sadness and compassion are experienced in the region of the heart,
(2) anger and most fear at the solar plexus, or upper epigastric region,
(3) confidence, guilt, and shame at the region between the navel and pubic bone, with
(4) fear of imminent physical danger and mortal terror at the perineum.
Of the four groupings, only the third group is inwardly focused, i.e. emotions that are about
ourselves. All the others are outwardly focused, either on others or on situations outside us.
Gender and emotion

We often hear statements such as, “Men are rational, and women are emotional.”
We could just as well say, “Men are inhibited while women are free.” We are also led
to believe that certain emotions are natural for men, others for women. This is a
product of training, not of nature; all men and all women have the ability to feel any
and all emotions, once their emotionally charged past is resolved. Women’s and men’s
physical bodies may be different but the emotions in their souls are the same.
Does everyone feel emotions in the same way?

We cannot be sure if every person feels the emotion of love in exactly the same way,
but the way people describe love indicates that it probably feels the same way to all.
Some people are unable to feel certain emotions, usually because they have suffered
some great emotional pain in the past and are emotionally shut down. A great grief
may pain the heart so much that it closes and can no longer feel sadness or love, only
pain. Proper treatment can reverse this condition, allowing the person to feel
emotion again.
A few people report that they do feel emotions at all (this syndrome is known as
alexithemia.) Unlike blindness, which is a physiological condition, alexithemia is
treatable. I have personally treated clients presenting with this unfortunate condition
with complete success.
A number of learned writers persist in saying that the emotion is the action and trivializing the “associated feeling state’ as being an
insignificant consequence of the physical action. It should be clear that I entirely disagree with this position.
4
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Categories, Qualities & Characteristics

Many writers and therapists define emotions as being good or bad, or the more
politically correct language as ‘positive’ or ‘negative.’ This is incorrect; I do not
believe any emotion can be consistently ‘good’ or ‘bad.’ ‘Positive’ and ‘negative’ are
equally unsustainable judgments in ranking the emotions. Then what is normal about
emotion? The answer is, “Everything about emotion is normal.”
Can you truly say that anger is always bad? Think about the mother who sees her child
being suddenly attacked and hurt by a much older bullying child. Would you be willing to
judge the mother’s anger that impels her to go after her child’s attacker as being ‘bad’?
Perhaps, but in the heat of the moment, is not the flair of anger normal? Is love always
good? Not when it leads you into a terrible relationship. Good and bad, positive and
negative are judgments, and will not help us as we try to sort out how the emotions work.
Emotions: Tenacious or Fleeting

Certain emotions are difficult to hold on to, others are difficult to be rid of. No
matter how hard we try to shake them off, painful emotions that we don’t want seem
to stubbornly resist. At the same time it is difficult to keep the pleasurable emotions
we would like to have with us all the time.
Emotions that won’t let go

Emotions that we can’t keep

Fear

Joy

Grief

Happiness

Shame

Love

Describing how emotions feel

Does the emotion feel good to us, or bad? Some emotions are pleasant and feel
good, but some are decidedly painful. Does the emotion impel us to action, or to
inaction? Is the emotion invigorating, does it make us ‘light up’, or does it shut us
down? Certain emotions are expansive, causing us to move outward into life, while
others are contractive, causing us to pull back from the world. Contractive emotions
actually contract the region of the physical body in which they are felt; expansive emotions
do not affect the body in this way. (More about this in another section.)
Common Qualities of Emotion

A number of readily observable qualities of emotion are held in common.
Pleasant

Painful

Expansive

Contractive

Invigorating

Stultifying

Joy

Fear

Joy

Sadness

Joy

Abandonment

Happiness

Grief

Love

Shame

Anger

Grief

Contentment

Betrayal

Rage

Betrayal

Love

Betrayal

Confidence

Shame

Confidence

Loneliness

Elation

Shame

Worthiness

Loneliness

Elation

Fear

Accomplishment

Loneliness
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Qualities of individual emotions

Despite the many features in common, each emotion is unique in that it feels
distinctively different from any and all other emotions. The emotion of love feels
different from fear, for example. Even within an emotion, such as love, there are
differences between subsets of the emotion. Love of mother is not quite the same as
love of father; love of a brother or sister is not the same a love of a grandparent.
Emotional pain and emotional reaction

As was described earlier, the emotions of fear, grief, and shame share the quality of
being painful. The body reacts by contracting around the emotional pain site and
traps the emotion (more about this later), but the brain cannot contract to suppress
the painful emotion because emotion is not in the brain. Therefore, the brain acts
automatically to avoid the pain by jumping to an emotion that literally does not feel as
bad. The emotion we most often jump to is anger. This is not a conscious or willful
choice; it is an emotional reaction to an emotion.
Does choosing to feel an emotion create the emotion?

As noted in the chart above, the emotion fear is normally painful but it can be
invigorating as well. Many people find under controlled conditions fear can be
stimulating and seek out experiences that place them on the edge of fear. Skiing the
slopes, riding the thrill rides, driving a race car 150 miles an hour around a closed
track all create an adrenalin rush plus an emotional buzz, or thrill of excitement.
Many years ago I had a colleague who liked to ski. I had not skied for many
years and we decided it was time I did so we scheduled a trip to Colorado to
reintroduce me to the slopes. On the flight to the mountains, he leaned over
to me and in an embarrassed tone asked, “Do you know why I like to ski down
the steep slopes?” I shook my head and he went on, “When I ski down the steep
ones I feel fear — and when I feel fear, then I feel alive!”
When we are in control we may welcome the rush but when fear is unexpected and
comes as a real threat, we react against the fear as we react as we often do against
any painful emotion; we avoid it by activating another emotion, anger.
It is important to recognize that the decision he made neither initiated nor produced the
emotion; it merely set the stage for the emotion to rise when the external stimulus occurred.
Feeling several emotions at once

While it is possible to feel more than one emotion at a time, and we frequently do,
we are not usually aware of it. Have we not heard expressions such as, ”I love you so
much I can’t be angry at you and I am so angry at you I can’t feel love.” The result is
that each emotion blocks the other and we can feel neither, only pain. When we feel
too many emotions at once we are thrown into the emotional state where each
emotion locks the other down and we can experience neither.
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Interplay of the Emotions
What follows are descriptions of how the emotions interrelate with each other. It
does not take into account individual behavioral adaptations because of cultural
differences in how we respond to emotions or old parental edicts about our behavior
that we still follow.
These fundamental principles of emotion apply to all and are continually at work
underneath our inhibitions and the choices we make about experiencing emotion.
The emotions rarely work in isolation; they do not stand alone, they interact with
each other. While they can and do rise and fall together, more often one will rise and
then trigger another into prominence as the first falls away. This in turn can lead to
another rising and falling. Everyone is aware that the emotion we are presently
experiencing can be blotted out by the rising of new emotion, but why does this
happen? Does one take precedence over another? If so, what is the order of
precedence? Is there some hierarchy or ranking to the emotions? Progression of
emotions, layers of emotion, hierarchy of emotions, the emotions ‘chain of
command’ — these are terms we rarely see used when describing emotion.
Nevertheless, there is a distinct ordering in the emergence of the primary emotions,5
in emotionally disturbing events, and in traumatic and post-traumatic situations.
The Roots of Anger

Anger makes you forget the painful emotion being avoided. And anger is stimulating
while the three main painful contractive emotions of grief, fear, and shame are
anything but stimulating. They are deadening and drain us of both our physical and
emotional energy. According to Aristotle, "Anger is a burning desire to pay back pain."
Anger

Ï
Ï
Fear

Ï
Grief

Ï
Shame

Grief turning into anger: Imagine a lazy afternoon; it is warm; the kids
are outside playing and sometime or other little Johnny wanders off, unnoticed by
Mom. The afternoon wears on and as the day starts to cool, Mom notices that
Johnny is not around and goes looking for him. He is nowhere to be found; Mom gets
worried. Dad comes home from work and both, now wearing frowns and with tight
hearts, are searching in an ever widening circle — but no Johnny. Dusk approaches,
everyone is really worried, the neighbors are polled, and Dad calls the police to learn
they have no missing children. Mom and Dad are fighting the tears, afraid of their own
worst thoughts, when Johnny turns up unconcerned dragging his teddy bear and
announces that he was off somewhere he had been told not to go. So, do Mom and
Dad sweep him up into their arms and profess how much they love him??? No, more
likely one or the other grabs Johnny up, shakes him angrily berating him for not being
where he was supposed to be.

5

The basic primary emotions are fear, love, shame, grief, worthiness, abandonment and terror. Secondary emotions such as
resentment, disgust, reverence, pride and humility are derivatives of, or combinations of, the primary emotions.
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Fear turning into anger: Just try coming up behind a friend and poking a
finger in his or her side, or just saying ‘boo’ – to frighten them and watch how fast your
friend turns, sees that it is you, and angrily lashes out at you, “You scared me!”
Shame turning into anger: Accuse someone of doing something that
makes them feel ashamed – or would make them feel ashamed if they had actually
done the deed you are accusing them of – and watch how quickly they deny it and
turn the accusing finger onto someone else, often the one who pointed out their
presumed fault.
Once, when I was slowing down at the toll booth on the Golden Gate Bridge, I was
bumped from behind by a driver who failed to notice I was stopping. As I got out to
see if either car was damaged, I heard the other driver berating her little girl for
nearly causing an accident. “Look what you made me do.” When I got to the side
of the car I saw that the little girl had tumbled off the seat – because her mother
had failed to strap her little girl into a safety harness. The mother was embarrassed
and ashamed. Rather than feel her shame she converted it into anger and blamed
her daughter who, understandably, looked totally bewildered.

Anger is the emotion of avoidance.
Anger, then, becomes the cap over painful emotions, and anger is the one we most
have to deal with when going through our own emotional clearing and healing. I have
learned through countless SHEN sessions that anger is not truly finished and cleared
until the originating grief, fear, or shame has emerged, is felt, identified and fully
discharged. Then the therapeutic course changes and the SHEN practitioner refocuses his or her efforts to assisting the emotion under the anger to emerge, be
experienced and finally, to discharge and dissipate. Only then is the work finished,
only then can true insight emerge, only then is there real relief.
Automatic (Learned) Repression of Anger

On the other hand, because of being punished severely when we have been angry,
many of us have developed an instinctual suppression of anger; when we start to feel
angry, we may clamp a lid on our anger, or at least we try to:
Fear of Anger
Ð

Anger

Thus we have fear, grief or shame pushing anger to the surface where it is met by
automatic suppression pushing it down. This produces a new emotion – frustration.
Fear of Anger
Ð
Frustration
Ï

Anger

Ï
Ï
Fear

Ï
Grief

Ï
Shame
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Frustration (hidden anger) leads to passive-aggressive and other harmful behaviors,
none of which can effectively lower the level of anger. Over time, the frustration
becomes physical, eventually causing a partial shutdown of physical and mental
functioning. Frustration, when it continues for a long time, becomes depression.
Therapeutically, the client who is inhibited by the fear of anger must work through
that fear, then through the anger itself and into the grief, fear or shame underneath
the anger, in order to be healed of the original emotional trauma.
The addiction to Anger

So why is anger so hard to deal with, and why is it so hard to get out of it when we
are in it? Anger is a pivotal emotion. It is an emotion that shifts our direction from an
inward orientation to an outward one. Unfortunately, anger is invigorating. Anger
stimulates the heart, it increases blood flow, it raises the body’s temperature, and it
may provide us with the only excitement we have had in a long time. Anger can
become addictive and this may be a real problem in getting a person through the
mass of anger they hold to the original emotion underneath the anger.
Aristotle addresses the addicting influence of anger in his Rhetoric where he states,
“…accompanying every outburst of anger is a certain pleasure derived from the hope of
revenge. … The poet spoke correctly when he said that anger – ‘Much sweeter than
dripping honey, swells in men’s hearts’.”
We are reluctant to admit – especially to those who would counsel us – that we like
to get angry because it energizes us! Not only that, we get to blame and as long as we
can blame we don’t have to accept, or even look at, our responsibility for initiating
the event. But blaming the target, especially after setting the target up to be the target
gets us nowhere and never resolves our issues.
This is why I am strongly against anger raising therapies – they are addictive. Not only is
the anger invigorating, the person gets praised for getting into their anger!
Anger – a poor means of righting wrongs

Historically anger was considered to be the most disruptive of emotions. The Roman
philosopher Seneca wrote some of the most cogent comments on anger in “De ira.”
In response to the question, "Is anger natural?" he replies, "Man was begotten for
mutual assistance, anger for mutual destruction." and concludes that it is not natural.
Later, commenting on the question, "Can anger be useful or controlled" he concludes
that once let loose, it cannot be controlled by reason, since reason has been
contaminated by the emotion.
Personally I have found that every action I have taken when ruled by anger has been
divisive, damaging, irretrievable, and – in the long run – unsatisfactory.
Pseudo-empowerment & true Empowerment

Some disciplines teach that the Solar Plexus (site of anger and fear) is the ‘Power
Center’ and urge you to develop it. I disagree; I believe the Solar Plexus is where we
operate when we do not have power. Both anger and fear throw us off balance. Only
when you are in your Kath – the site of the personally oriented emotions, the
foundation emotions of confidence, adequacy, sufficiency, and the feeling of
worthiness, just below the navel – can you truly ‘be in your Power.’
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B re ak i n g t h e C yc le o f A n ge r

The residue of painful emotions from early life-events congregate into a tangled mass
of emotional pain held deep inside, waiting to activate at the nearest sign of a real or
imagined emotionally charged event that feels similar. Any new painful event instantly
triggers the internal pain and reactivates it. Since the pain being evoked is always
considered by society (and usually by ourselves) to be inappropriate and harmful, we
may try to suppress it mentally. All the while our bodies are reacting to the pain by
contracting. The contraction traps the pain inside, locking it, making it worse.
In SHEN we teach our practitioners that the only way you can break the cycle of
anger is to work to resolve the pain that is underneath the anger. We work to
eliminate the emotional pain underneath the anger knowing that if we do, the cycle
will be broken and the anger will leave; but if we focus on the anger, it will not heal.
Compassion and Empathy

Compassion, like anger, is a motivating emotion. It compels us to take action to right
wrongs. I suspect that Seneca, with his concerns for humanity, would consider
compassion to be the antidote – at least the alternative – for anger’s destructiveness.
While compassion is most often thought of as a statement of how we should be, it is
first and foremost, an emotion. The emotion compassion springs not from love as is
often been suggested, but from empathy, which is the ability to feel another person’s
emotion(s) in particular the ability to feel the painful emotions. Feeling another
person’s love, for example, would not inspire compassion but feeling of another
person’s grief or despair would.
The ability to feel another’s emotions rests on the ability to feel your own internal
emotions and second, being able to sense (feel, not by observing gestures or facial
movements) emotions originating outside in others. How this can occur will be
discussed in another section.

Summation, Part Two

1. The emotions are distinct from physical and biological sensations and, as
responses to normal states of life are available to all when culturally and
parentally fostered inhibitions are resolved.
2. Despite some commonalities, the emotions are unique, each varying from
the next, unique in their feeling states, unique in the ways they affect us. Their
effects on the brain and upon the body are not mysteries, they can be
understood when their characteristics are understood.
3. Emotions give rise to new emotions without mental intent.
4. It is our emotions, not our thoughts that empower or disempower us.
Life without emotion would be life without life.
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Part Three

Thought and the Emotions
In his 2nd Meditation René Descartes6 theorized, “I am thinking, therefore I exist”
To which I would add: “And I feel, therefore I am alive.”
Computers think, cogitate, compare, reason, sense, and are aware of sensing, but are not
alive. Computers do not feel. But we feel as well as think, and it is our emotions that make
us feel alive – not our thoughts. If it were not for our emotions our lives would be nothing
but endless strings of mental actions, devoid of feeling, empty of life.
Emotions are Experiential not mental states7

Unlike thoughts, which we are aware of only in our heads, emotions are experiential
states or ‘felt states’ that envelope portions of or sometimes our entire bodies. But
they are not biological feeling states, such as the biophysical feeling state of a bruised
knee, or the biochemical feeling state of hunger. Nor are emotions sensations, such
as the sensation of cold on the skin, or of light upon the retina. Emotional feeling
states are experiential states of another order entirely. Emotions are states of being,
states that we may feel as sharply defined knots of emotion, states that can
overwhelm us, penetrating our entire bodies with their essence, leaving us weak with
their intensity. This is not to say that emotions and sensations – emotions and
biological feeling states – cannot be experienced at the same time; often they are.
The point is that it is not necessary to have a physical sensation in order to have an
emotion; they are mutually exclusive experiences.
“I think I am losing my mind.”

How many times have we heard someone say that, or have said it ourselves, when
under intense emotional stress. Our minds (brains) are so enmeshed with emotion
that we have come to believe that the brain is the source of emotion and is in control
of our emotions. We believe that the brain is responsible when we feel an emotion,
so when we feel an emotion we don’t think it is appropriate, we distrust our sanity.
Years ago I gave a SHEN session to a man who was scheduled for surgery to
correct a swollen cartilage in his lower spine that was causing him great pain. The
session was offered primarily to reduce his pain as much as possible. However, his
pain was deep in the region of the body where the emotions relating to self-worth
(shame, worthiness, confidence, etc.) originate. During the session he drifted into a
deep, almost trance-like state and the pain abated considerably.
When he roused from the deep state, he exclaimed, “I must be losing my mind, I
had two memories and I wasn’t even thinking about those things.” Both were
memories of events that were heavily charged with emotion. One was of proposing
to his wife, the other was of a fight he had had with his father; both challenged his
confidence, both challenged his basic feelings of self-worth.
Like most of us who believe that our brains control everything we think, he believed
that his brain was failing, that it was losing control, that he was losing his sanity.
6
7

'I think, therefore I am' ('cogito ergo sum'). René Descartes (1596-1650)
There is considerable debate in academia as to the nature of ‘mind’ and its relationship to the brain and to consciousness.
However, in this paper I use ‘mind’ and ‘brain’ interchangeably as they are commonly used, even by academics.
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Redefining Rational (Objective) Thought
We are taught to believe that our brains control our emotions, but they
do not, it is the other way around – our emotions control our thoughts.

In theory rational thought – objective thought – is devoid of emotional content. But
is this ever possible? The degree to which emotions control our thoughts is clearly
shown when we examine the process of thinking. At one time or another, most of us
have had the experience of thinking a series of thoughts that seemed completely
rational given the facts of the situation and then having the entire chain of ‘rational’
thought crumble as our emotion changed. The facts had not changed, but our
rational thought sequence had. Thought unaffected by emotion is simply not possible.
A person in the grip of anger often undertakes actions that seem totally logical at the
time only to find that they cannot support that rationality when they are in a different
emotional state. ("I don't know what got into me!" The answer to this is, of course,
“An emotion.”). Or a person will take actions while in a state of fear that they simply
cannot understand, or explain as being rational, when they are no longer in a fear state.
Two people, one in a state of love, the other angry, walking together will perceive
the identical event but put entirely different meanings to it; when their emotional
states are different their conclusions and judgments will be different as well.

The fact is, ‘rational’ seems not to have as much to do with objective reality as it does
with consistency. Since the basis for our thoughts always changes as our emotions
change, it would be more accurate to define rationality by the prevailing emotion
being experienced at the time. If we were to say, "Rational as while experiencing
love" or, "Rational as when in a state of anger", we would be closer to the truth of it.
To be realistic, rational thought must be defined by the emotional base upon which it
rests not only its tone and its consistency. When the emotional base is constant, the
thoughts will be ordered and coherent, but the direction or tone of the thoughts will
be governed by the emotion that is being experienced.
Confusion – an emotional state

At first thought, confusion appears simply to be disorganized or non-rational thought.
But when we are confused we do not say that our thoughts are confused. Instead,
we say, "I feel confused". Confusion is a feeling state, an emotional state. But why is it
disorganized? Why has the thought process become fragmented, which it does when
we are feeling confusion? What prevents logic from ordering our thoughts?
I stumbled onto the true nature of confusion many years ago while doing SHEN with
an older woman who was troubled with a lot of buried emotion. While working in
the region between the lower part of the rib cage and the navel, I was suddenly
swept with a feeling of confusion. I recall being quite startled, wondering why I felt
confused because my thoughts were not vacillating. My thought train was secure
and remained so (except for being puzzled by the feeling of confusion). I checked
through my procedures to see if I was doing something wrong but I wasn't, so that
wasn't causing my confusion. I just felt confused. Finally, it tapered off and the
session ended. But I was still puzzled and I remained puzzled until the next time I
worked with the woman. Again, as I worked in the same body region as before, the
feeling of confusion swept over me, but suddenly I understood what was happening
to me. I was picking up and feeling the release of a jumble of her emotions!
She later confirmed that she couldn't sort out the emotions she was feeling at the
time; they were too quick and random.
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Our thought patterns change when our emotions shift. Confusion is the result of
rapid emotional shifts; the emotions surfacing one after another carry the thought
stream in rapidly changing directions. The structure of the thought train is altered by
the emotion of the moment, so much so that often a thought sequence vanishes in
the middle of a sentence, leaving it to waver off in the face of the next emotion.
The person in the confused state is usually aware of an unpleasant shifting mood or
emotional state. Why does this happen? Are the unpleasant emotional feelings a
reaction to the disturbed thinking process? That is, do we have unpleasant feelings
because we are upset at our illogical thinking? Observing the shifting facial expression
and body language when an obviously confused person is speaking presents quite a
different picture.
The process occurs in three distinct steps. The facial or body language shifts occur
first signaling a change in emotion. This is followed by a pause, and, finally, by a
statement – either spoken or just thought - from an entirely different emotional
perspective. That perspective is indicative of the new emotion being experienced.
If the thoughts had changed first, we would have heard new statements before the
facial expression and body language changed.
When the emotional shifts are too rapid for the person to follow, their thoughts
cannot keep up, chains of thought falter and break, and confused thinking results.
The person in the confused state will usually say, "I feel confused". It is rather telling
that when people are in this state they do not say, "I think confused".
Confusion is the result of rapid emotional shifts that alter
the brain’s ability to process information consistently.
Emotions and motivation

Emotions are the motivating factors in life – nothing happens until we have an
emotion. We may read about starving children in some far off country and may think
that something needs to be done, or that it concerns us that children have to live like
that, but we do nothing until we feel compassion in our hearts. Only then are we
compelled enough to move, compelled enough to do something about it.
We may know that it is time to clean out the garage or that the cat needs to be fed
but is only when we feel shame that we have let the garage go for so long or feel sad
about the cat’s hunger that we take action.
The Latin word movere (to move) is the root of both ‘motion’ and ‘emotion.’
Emotional release & Emotional discharge

We acknowledge the power of our emotions over our thoughts when we speak of
being ‘emotionally charged.’ Whether we think of a person as being emotional
charged (carrying an obviously uncompleted ‘charge’ of emotions), or whether we
speak of a situation as having a ‘charge’ that can be expected to affect us and others
greatly, we recognize that our emotional state affects our thoughts and actions.
Releasing emotion and discharging emotion are two very different actions. Releasing
the charge of an emotion releases it into action while discharging an emotion
deflates the emotion and requires no externalization, or action.
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The Relationship between
Emotional Experience & Spiritual Experience

This is a large subject, one which I cannot possibly do justice to here. However, both
are clearly experiential feeling states and as such will influence each other. Personally,
I think of spiritual and emotional experiences as being a joined spectrum of feeling
states. We label them ‘emotional’ on one end of the spectrum and ‘spiritual’ on the
other. Somewhere in the middle is love, first as love of self and then of others, finally
as love of something holy. It seems to me that one cannot get very far on any spiritual
path when hampered by uncompleted painful emotions, especially anger.

Summation, Part Three

1. Emotion overrides reason. Our emotions control our thoughts and our thoughts
control our actions.
2. Emotion remains after it is initiated in one event and affects the way we act in the
next when it does not come to completion in the first.
3. We cannot turn an emotion off; it remains inside us affecting all our future actions
until it is exhausted.
4. Confusion is a condition where several emotions are in action and the shifting
emotional state destabilizes our thinking process.
5. The ‘emotional’ and the ‘spiritual’ are experiential states, joined together in a
continuum.
6. Our emotions are the drivers that impel us to take action.
7. Because the uncompleted emotions from long ‘forgotten’ incidents affect us just as
much as emotions generated entirely by present time situations, these old,
uncompleted emotions will control our thoughts and direct our actions in the now, in
ways that appear entirely irrational or overblown to others around us, who are not
affected by our uncompleted emotions.
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A preview of the next section of
How Medicine Discarded the Soul and Lost the Emotions
The Twin Mysteries of Emotion
Where are they? In the body or in the brain

When emotion has been investigated at all, it has been studied from only two
orientations, the biochemical model and/or the mental model. Each of these
models presumes emotion to be a subordinate and/or end process in its
particular system. We have been taught to view emotion as a result rather
than a cause, but when we examine it carefully, we begin to suspect that
emotion is the primary controlling factor in our lives not a secondary one.
Neither view explains the true nature of emotion. Both models have serious
deficiencies, not only failing to answer many of the questions they raised, but
also raising new questions because of their conclusions.
Psychological profiles address the results of emotions with terms such as "poor
self image" or "rigid personality" without regard to the specific emotions that
produced those results. What happened to the "feeling sick with shame" or
the "feeling worthless" that the person experienced in their gut? "Poor self
image" and "rigid personality" are judgments, not descriptions of emotions.
The biochemist discovers that epinephrine levels rise during a state of fear and
promptly decides that the body has diverted blood from the epigastric region
to the extremities because we don't need to digest food right then; we need
to either fly or fight. But don't the muscles that activate the diaphragm – vital
for both fight and flight – need blood just as much as the extremities? Or
could some other factor be involved in the shifting of blood volume? Could
that factor have anything to do with mutual location, since the diaphragm
region is where we feel the contractions of fear?
No one would deny the implications of the autonomic, endocrine and limbic
systems in the total effects on the body during the experience of emotion, but
are any of these systems the cause of emotion, or are they merely responding
to an emotion? The evidence linking the emotional underpinnings with an
increasing range of bodily complaints steadily mounts at the same time that
research into possible neurological and endocrine causes fails to produce
anything much beyond frustration. Certainly, little resembling cures for these
ailments have been uncovered from this approach.
Why do emotions upset our bodies the way they do?

Neither the 2,670 page Cecil Textbook of Medicine nor the 4500 page Oxford
Textbook of Medicine list the word ‘emotion’ in their extensive indexes despite
the clearly recognized influence our emotions have on our physical and mental
health.
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